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Leverage our comprehensive 
suite of Confident Response 
solutions, enabling enterprises to 
combat ransomware and harness 
unique security protection. 

Executive Face Considerable Security Challenges
Expanding across private, public, and even edge clouds can increase an 
organization’s surface area for cyber-attacks and increasing risk for:

• Accidental and malicious insiders that can take advantage of the growing 
connectivity, expanding customer engagement channels, and new digital 
and mobile technologies.

• Ecosystem/supply chain partner data theft and operational disruptions 
from well-funded and organized threat actors. 

• Theft at point-of-sale systems resulting in credit card data theft, violating 
compliance laws, and putting customers at risk. 

Private clouds offer some security and compliance advantages when properly 
managed, but the hybrid cloud approach—combining the benefits of private, 
public, and edge—allows organizations to  match the right workload to the  
right cloud, fitting the unique needs of your business. With a hybrid cloud, 
customers can reduce complexity and added risk while maintaining a strong 
security stance. 

Coupling a fully developed strategy and cutting-edge threat intelligence with  
the development of a response that fits its’ purpose, you can be prepared for 
tomorrow’s security needs while knowing it is protected today. 

 The Accenture VMware Business Group’s three-pillar security values approach 
ensures that a business can grow its security needs with minimal complications.

Security Solutions That 
Enable Transformation  
With Confidence
Grow fearlessly, secure confidently with 
Accenture and VMware
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Accenture and VMware Protect Companies Across the Globe
VMware’s simple and secure solutions can work with any cloud—public, private or edge—delivering any application to any 
device, located anywhere. Customers using VMware get a consistent experience and set of features no matter where the 
solutions are running—from a single cloud to a multi-cloud solution.

Solution A strategy-first approach with 
the flexibility to go hybrid

Build Zero Trust in one place Workshops for a roadmap  
to success

Be 
Prepared

The need for Confident Security 
becomes increasingly important 
as more infrastructure moves to 
the cloud.

The ultimate expression of network-
based security is Zero Trust, but the 
solution is architecturally complex and 
often expensive. 

Confident Security is about strategy.

Shield Your 
Business 

Focusing on hybrid cloud and the 
capabilities of VMware Cloud 
Foundation, Accenture allows 
superior security scaling across 
multiple clouds and the hybrid 
personal cloud environments vital 
to today’s business success, all in 
a strategy-first manner. 

Building a Zero Trust network that can 
span multiple clouds while still 
maintaining ease of access and 
preventing tool fatigue is a key 
component of such a strategy, and the 
single pane of glass VMware provides 
creates the foundation for it all. 

Through a series of collaborative 
experiences, clients will gain an 
increased understanding of their 
current strategy and state of 
maturity while also developing a 
guiding vision for programs and 
roadmaps to success.

Trust 
Industry 
Authorities

Our approach eliminates much of 
the need for platform-specific 
tools that may be invalidated in 
the event of a provider change 
and builds a foundation of shared 
security principles to maximize 
value.

VMware NSX provides a centralized 
view where network decisions are 
made and tracked, making even 
complex architecture easy.

Customized Accenture VMware 
workshops identify weak points in 
existing architectures and 
organizational structures, then 
outline a plan to resolve issues and 
create a roadmap to the future.
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Confident Response Solutions for Security From Accenture and VMware
We offer a comprehensive collection of Confident Response solutions, enabling enterprises to combat ransomware and harness 
unique security protections.

We deliver industry-tailored security solutions, fueled by market-leading innovations that span entire value chains.  
For More Information Contact Our Sales Team

Learn More

Carbon Black Managed Detection  
and Response 

Ensure clients have complete coverage across 
their entire ecosystem, implementing the full 
investment of their existing security technology 
while enhancing both their threat detection  
and response.

Malware Detection Innovation

Using custom VMware infrastructure coupled with 
artificial intelligence (AI), Accenture can create 
an innovative way of auto-classifying malware, 
building responses on the fly based on Mitre and 
the cyber kill chain.

Accenture’s Endpoint Protection

Leverage our advanced endpoint response (AER) 
to secure business-critical data by reducing alert 
fatigue with focus on the most relevant threats, 
addressing the skill gap and extending your team 
with our security professionals, and proactively 
detecting threats with unmatched intelligence.

Cyber Investigation and Forensics Response 
(CIFR) Threat Hunting 

Covering 90% of the clients’ environment, our 
proactive and predictive discovery solution helps 
identify threats and prepare an environment that is 
protected with modern security.

iDefense Threat Intelligence

Bolster protection from ransomware by bringing the 
power of Accenture’s iDefense to Carbon Black—
augmenting top-of-the-line, industry-focused threat 
intelligence Endpoint Detection capabilities. 

https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.accenture.com%2Fus-en%2Fabout%2Fcontact-us&data=05%7C01%7Crcassidy%40allytics.com%7C0543ebc787fd401bdc0708dae9e5c03f%7C80e3f48f6176405ebd1640effcde95ae%7C0%7C0%7C638079470252474841%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=uEiwtBWsdVPq0jTVidaFXcdFxekO12hm16LHvMxNGuc%3D&reserved=0
https://twitter.com/VMWare
https://www.linkedin.com/company/vmware
https://www.facebook.com/vmware/
https://www.youtube.com/user/vmwaretv
https://www.instagram.com/vmware/

